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Abstract

     The production process, N+N + N+N+nT , is investigated on

the basis of the covariant field theory. Production amplitude as

well as elastic one is calculated under the special assumption

about production mechanism. The eikonal approximation for nucleon

trajectories is introduced, so these amplitudes are expressed in an

impact parameter representation. They satisfy the s-channel

unitarity Eor the elastic process.

     The Feynman scaling behavior for the pion inclusive spectra

is reduced as an autornatic consequence of the present model.

Furthermore, the difference between the transverse and lonqitudinal

distribution of pion momenta can be explained. The imaginary part

of the phase shift in an elastic channel is reduced as a reflection

of the production process, and it reproduces diffractive properties

for the elastic differential cross section.

    Comparisons with p-p scattering data are made for various

physical observables, namely, inclusive spectra for pions, average

multiplicity, elastic and production cross sections,and elastic

differential cross section. Agreements are fairly satisfactory.
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gl Introduction

     Experirnental data on high energy elastic scattering of hadrons

exhibit diffractive properties. For example, there is a steep

forward peak, and the elastic scatte.ring arnplitude is predominantly

imaginary. Furthermore, the energy dependence of the total cross
section is neariy constant, or at rnost (in s)2 as shown by recent

T.s.R. datal), where s is center of mass energy squared. These

features are reflected in phase shifts, which are demanded to

be mainly imaginary and to have a weak energy dependence.

     As a consequence of unitarity, the imaginary part of the phase

shift should be interpreted as the absorption of the incident wave

into many open inelastic channels. In the range of energy which

we shall consider, particle production is the main part of

inelastic processes. And so, the production mechanism should be

taken into consideration in order to Å}nterpret the diffractive

features.

     On the other hand, as characteristic features of produced

particles, it is observed experimentally that their transverse

momenta ki are very small in comparison with longitudinal momenta
                          2)kii . In addition, Feynman                             has conjectured that the so-called

inclusive spectra of produced particles show a scaling behavior

at sufficiently high energies;

      k, kt == F<K, k".s) ,-'v--. .. g(k) X), a.,)

where
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        Å~ '-- le"/kracv)c b` iili! kth (i'2)

and ko stands for the energy of the produced.particle. Experiments
                         'seem to support this conjecture fairly well.

     The airn of this article is to investigate Whether or not

these experirnental features can be reproduced consistently for both

elastic scattering and production processes.

     Firstt it is necessary to derive the relation between elastic

scattering and production processes. This problem has been
investigated by calucci, Jengo and Rebbi3), by Aviv, sugar and

                                            'Blankenbecler4), and by Freid5). In the present article, the

production arnplitude as well as elastic one will be ca!culated on

the basis of covariant field theory by assuming a production

mechanism. Especially, it will be discussed in detail how the

imaginary part of the phase shift in the elastic channel is

related to our production mechanisrn.

     The inclusive spectra for emitted pions will be expressed by

our production amplitude. Then, it will be investigated whether or

not we can reduce the Feynman scaling behavior and explain the

characteristic difference between kL and k/i spectra.
'           '     Finally, we would like to examine to what extent our field

theoretical calculations based on the production mechanism can

explain consistently various experimentally observed quantities;

namely, the inclusive spectra kodu/dbe , the average pion multiplicity

<n>, the cross section for n pion production un,the elastic

differential cross section do/dt, and the total cross section UT.
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                                                           t/                        '
     The production model in this paper is as follows. High
energy incident nudleons go almost straightforward, and interact

each other by the so-called chaint which is assumed to be vector
meson in this paper. Heice a postulate is introduced that pion

fields S)(x) couple only with vector mesons, not directly with the

nucleons. Then, possible diagrams for the pion production from

one chain are shown in Fig.1. Let us consider, however, a produetion

mechanism such that a number of pions are emitted as a consequence

of a superposition of only the first diagram, Fig.1(a); that is,
our production' diagrams are s--channel crossed ladders, as shown in
                                      ÅÄFig.2. Thus, the pion fields E9(x) are either emitted as external

particles, or contracted each other as virtual particles connecting

two chains. Our rnodel for the production mechanism does not include

diagrams corresponding to the emission of more than one pion from

one chain, Fig.1(b) and so on. Therefore, our rnodel is different
from multi--peripheral models6), in which au produced pions are

emitted from one chain.

     The selection of the production mechanism that only one pion

is emitted from one chain is due to the following reasons. This

produced pion is connected directly with each of nucleons through

one virtual vector meson. Whiie, the meson cloud around the

nucleon is deformed by the Lorentz factor, y, and this deformation

is rnaintained during the high energy scattering process, because

both nucleons are not deflected strongly. Therefore, momenta of

our pions receive the direct influences from both nucleon clouds.

Thust it is expected that the transverse momentum k". of our pion
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is small in comparison with its longitudinal momentum ki/ and that

the relation between them is roughly ks st ki//y. These circumstances
                                           'wi,il be mathematically expressed in g3. 0n the other hand, in the

case where two or more pions are emitted frorn one chaint the

strong limitation due to the nucleon clouds on the pion momentum

cannot be expectedr because there exist vector mesons which do

not interact directly with nucleons in the field theoretical point

     Next, we shall consider the type of interaction among nucleon,
                               'vector rneson and pion. The simplest model is that two different
vector mesons (Vu's) couple with one pion (S)), as shown in Fig.3(a).

Sincg the interaction Lagrangian for this (V-V'-- g)) coupling includes

the derivative about the pion field. The S-matrix element based

on this model is proportional to the pion momentum, strictiy
speaking, square of transverse momentum, ki2 . This disagrees with
 '
the experimental fact. We shall not consider this model, although

we can not yet definitely conclude whether or not the contribution

from this model can be smail for the non-zero coupling constant

of the (V-v'-9) vertex.

     As the'second realistic rnodel which includes no derivative of

the pion field, it is int grested to consider the type of vertex

arnong vector meson (Vv), psedovector meson (Au), and psedoscalar

meson (g)), as shown in Fig.3(b).

     Since spin effect is not important at sufficiently high energy,
    ttt
it is convenient to treat the nucleon as a scalar particle. Then,

as another simple model, scalar nucleon couples with vector rnesonsr
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and then scalar meson is emitted from these vector mesons, as shown

in Fig.3(c). It is clear frorn the characters of these vertices
                                    'that the second (Fig.3(b)) and the third (Fig.3(c)) model give

effectively the sarne mornentum and energy dependence of the S-matrix

element in the sufficiently high energy regions. Therefore, in

this paper we shall investigate various features of the physical

observables by using the third rgodel. Hereafter, the sca!ar meson
will be called as pion, and all vectot mesons will be simply treated

  '                                                           'as the same.

     In g2, calculations of the S--matrix elements corresponding to
'

diagram in Fig.2 are performed with the aid of functional derivative
       7)methods          and by introducing an eikonal approximation about the
       8)         . It is shown that not only production amplitudes butnucleon

also elastic one can be expressed in an impact parameter represen-

tation. The imaginary part of the phase shift in an elastic

channel is derived, and its relation to the production processes
                  ,
is stated. In g3 is shown the appearance of the Lorentz factor,

representing the Lorentz contraction of the meson clouds. Some

of physical obsetvables are expressed in terms of the phase shift.

Furthermore, it is proved that our amplitudes satisfy the s-channel
             ,
unitarity relation for the elasric process. In S4 is shown reali-

zation of the Feynman scaling behavior, which plays an essential

role in our rnodel in order to explain the difference between kL

and kri spectra. Our numerical results for physical observables

are compared with•protOn--proton'collision data; especially relations

between elastic and production channels are investigated. Conclusions

and discussions apear in g5.
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S2 Model calculation

     '
     Production amplitudes together with elastic one are determined

on the basis of the special production mechanism and of the covariant

field theory. We shall consider the case where two fast incident

particles, nucleons, collide and eventually emit arbitrary number

of pions. rn order to obtain a closed form for scattering ampii-
           'tuder eikonal approximations for nucleons will be introduced.

     Let us consider two spinless nucleons, a and b, interacting

via the exchange of vector mesons. Morpenta of incident and final
                               'nucleons are denoted by pj and pj (j=a and b), and those of emitted
n pions by k, (j=l,2,''',n). Then the s-matrix elernent, which

corresponds to the production diagram mentioned in gl, can be

expressed as follows ;
            '  <Pa', Pb';k,,'''.kth,N •S l Pa, Pb> " <gNS U>

       --- <g TX twp [Sa`xSa46 Jq,()L) tX,,(i• v) + Åí:,(x•v]J,b (u )Mi>.

                                                          (2.1)
     The nucleon currents J)(x), j=a and b, are given by the
                          1.L
equationsr

   Jpt(ac)= i Sj Sale ['NVI (V'b?z. Wi CZ' -- ))z,. W;' <Z)' Vj<Z)AF(}"'S)(2.2)

                   '                                             iwhere thj(x) stands for the nucleon field and f] is the coupling

constant between the j-nucleon and the vector meson. In order to

keep generality, we include the nucleon form factor F(z-x). The
               *appearance of T , not T ordered product, is originated frorn the
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derivative coupUng. The interaction term .tftp<x,y), which

corresponds to the chain shown in Fig.1(a), is
                                   '
     je2,,f(X, ls)= -isSd"Åí D.",(oc-z). g)cfte) D,"e Cz-M). (,.,)

    'Here, the pion field S)(z) means t.he creation and annihilation of

one pion, and g is the coupling constant between pion and vector
              v                (x-y)'denotes the Feynrnan propagator of vector mesonmesons, The D              vv
with mass m.
     The second interaction term ,ÅíIOIp(x,y)

         et),Åíf (X2 "'a>=' DIYy <X- '";S) . (2.4)
                 '
is added, which means that the vector meson connects with two

nucleons without emitting any pions. This term has been used to
get the generalized crossed ladder diagrams in the previous paper8).

                                7)                                  , we introduce here external     After Abarbanel and Xtzykson
c-number field.s, Aua(x) and A2(y), that can interact with nucieon

currents. Then, with the aid of the functional derivatives, Eq.(2.1)

rnay be rewritten in the form :

           z  <81 S U> = SU,., <kt)' ' ' , k"L N Åë. N 6> <Pd l •S aN Pa> <P" $b l ?b>,

                                             • (2.5)             Aa`>o
             Ab.e
where
  <k,. ---. h.N C,,,1 O>

                                                            '    - <k,, -- -. k. I '-V • -eb<? [- S d`x S alEg sASa, (.) [eZr ,, (X) M ) t .(lk (X• e)]

                           sand X$Agb <'x)1IO> (2'6)
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    <?'i $ l p> - < p' lT eq ee)<p [ L S d`ac Jj,',,( x) A.( L) MP>.

                                                          (2.7)
The physical meaning of these terms is clear8). Especialiy,

    '  v<p kJSIp> in Eq.(2.7) represents the scattering of the nucleon in

the external field A (x) with non-local interaction.
                    1.i
    At this stage, we introduce the eikonal approximation with

respect to nucieon traJectories. This approximation corresponds to

the straight going assumption of the nucleon in the course of

scattering and reaction processes. This assurnption might be

thought as a good approximation at sufficient!y high energies.

This is because the experimental results for final mornentum

distribution of incident particle show a peak pear the initial

momenta, whieh is known as an incident particle effect.

    The eikonal approxirnation used here consists of equating the

momentum of the intermediate nucleon with the average value of
initial and final momenta P = (p+p')/2 7). In this approximation,

the phase accumulation of incident wave occurs under the influence

of the external field Ap(x). The explicit form of the eikonalized
S--matrix is given as foilows, cf. Eq.(2.21) in the reference (8)*),

*) Here is a trivia! difference frorn Eq.(2.21) in the previous
     8)       r because non-local interaction is included in this paper.paper
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    <?'i ,SB}. - sl. N P>

                                           '     == iil T,, .jL.in, -iiX,r Sa`x 6i (?' P" X eqp Y- L S. orsg"u 'v- (xtsv T ; ? ) 1 .

                                                   '
                                                         (2.8)

where
                                    -
        TT= 2p, <suc)3 , "'= 2?,' <srTc)3
                                                         (2.9)
                               '
and

    'v- (x+2v -v 3 p ) = 2e Sd` x' 'P,,. IF <x+ sP r- )L') A),,( X) . (,.,,)

     Substituting Eq.(2.8) into Eq.(2.5) and performing the

functional derivatives, we obtain the following S--matrix elernent.

  <81Se-lUN> = T[t.T"7.t Tvi-,,K ,g6?rv, d.ad2bB Saftxsafts' ei(?a'P6)X ex "ft'"?g)e

                              ].>e t.
             '
         x<k,.---, k.IT• e,>(p V4..lildtrc SZ<s' P.,Y e'"&'G .C,,(x+s?aT , va+s?bgs)

   . .'' ' at- (iitO ,jte i2s<x" Fafv, s6 -t s-?b <s- >'} ?bell NO>,

                                                         (2.Il)

where

     G= fa fbg/rn and GO = fafb . (2.12)

     The expectation value of the T-ordered product contained in

Eq.(2.11) can be exactly evaluated, and is given by the following

relations :
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                      ttt    <8NSÅí'-SU>= rr.ra rbrg <oc!)"Åí

         Å~F!L.thh".s dctdiy3 Sd4)LSd`g ei<?aTPa)X eic?b-?bA

        , {l.(iir., .<k, ; x,s ;q ,A)]• ei>l? Y'u <x'M ; or •A ) '"UP<X-S(i",',e )],

                                              .where

                            '    u<k ;x,M ; or•A) = jEic,(s;fi.,,,)3S`fZ e'XkZ 1iS <Z3 "LiS 3 or(',1,),.)

                                      ;    'v' < x.-• -te ; Qt,/e ) - .S S d`'aci SdF"a' 'L6 (x3 oc. 'v ; at , 7e ) DFS <x'- e')

                               X 'US <1 '; pt. S ; d. 7e ), (2.l5)
    'tse(x-s J q.,B ) - zi. GiO-.gct:dr.S.P.a<s- i5aFXSy <xf-2P."x , vtsPb tr) i;be,

                                                         (2.l6)

and
    'u:;<z 3 oc. v' ; ct,F ) - 4ÅéG-S;trS.Aaq P.,YT$li;(/i,, ,Z,f< xtsiaT) e+aib <r )1 Pss

                                                         (2.17)
                  '     Propagator Dfi (x'-y') in Eq.(2.15) has been reduced from the

contraction of the pion field 9(z), and corresponds to an internal

meson line in Fig.2. Physically, U(x:r'y ; ct,B) represents a type

of potential, which consists of two chains and one pion propagator

connecting thern as shown in Fig.2(b). The nucleon propagator

does not appear explicitly in this expression, because it is

replaced by a simple 6-function denoting the nucleon propagation

in consequence of the eikonal approximation, cf. Eq.(2.8). On the

.
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other hgndt the terrn u(kj ;x,y ;ct,B), Eq.(2.14), contains one chain

and one external pion line with momentum k
      '     The dependence of U and UO on the coordinates x and y of two

nucleons is only their difference (x--y), because it is obvious from

the translational invariance. This fact can be seen explicitly by

expressing these terms in the rnomentura representations. Therefore

by introducing relative coordinates Zl(x-y) and barycentric ones

(x+y)/2 of the nucleons, we can perform the integration about

(x+y)/2, which gives the energy-mornentum conservation. Thus, an

invariant amplitude can be written as follows;

    <8LNT.IL> =. <,,,ii)>(. .9i..,,,, zil.liia Sd`z ei`SZ iIl.:)['.,uo<kj;z;ty.ig)]

                        A-'. o
                      x eb<p V-V" (Z ; or,p) +uO(z ; ot p>1 .

                                                           <2.l8)
where

                                                           (2.l9)        A = (Pec' Pai -Pb+K)/2.

and the pion emitting term uo(kj ;x-y ;ct,B) is reduced from

u(kj ;x,y ; ct,B) in Eq.(2.14) by taking out the (x+y) dependent

term, which shares the pion part of the energy-rnomentum conser-

vation. Then this term uo depends only on the relative nucleon

coordinates Z=(x-y). This invariant amplitude can be simplified

by introducing new variables (bx, by, g,c), which are related

with Z by a relation Z= b+2Pag-2PbC. The direction of z-axis

is chosen to be pararell to (Pa--Pb), and the two dimensional

coordinates ") are perpendÅ}cu!ar to it. The JacobÅ}an due to this
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                '
transformation is denoted by Jr

       J= 4l i5ao '?-b} -- Pbo -Pai l• (2.2oi

By the aid of this transformation, we arrive at the final form

of the invariant amplitude.

    <?iÅí, Pg ; k,-x IRnyvNTe N Pa• ?b>

      == (.i!)y.JSdaib ei6'ib Y{I.iil., {El<b;kj>i eiX(b) - 2,,,1.

                                                     • (2.21)
This form for the production amplitude is the same obtained ''

previousiy by others3).4). zn our case, production factor Åë(ib; k)

and eikonal phase shift x(b) can be reduced formally form Eqs.(2.14)

to (2.17) by equating ct and B with positive infinity and by

replacing'(x-y) with }b:

                                                        '      gE. <b;k> = "o <k; b; ct= ac 2 Fn OO> (2.22)

             'and

      X<b) - -L V'V(b;oi- (>o. f? = oo ) -t- '60<b3 or- c>o, fi - oo >A.

rn the momentum space, these can be expressed as follows.
                                                             '    gE<ib;k) -r -iwt tzq.>. Sd`e ea'us sv'?'. (e-Sk>1 s Vvb <g "Sk)1

             x'p'.lt"F(<Q-ti;k)i)xetvg.-<g,,-:'I).ig,,,2,i.h)"/""'

             xgetVg'.<-i"k2>k.>V+<g,,',v.Å}k)P/wt2Y(g'Å}k>2>lt,b{2,)
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and
    Å~(b> = '-"s-tt. 3i.4Satk ii.us,;.k)w;.iE. <.ibik)

                        '
          + <9iliilii).Sa`e s<R-'as> s<B--bg)

               Å~P.pF(ea)suS.+.g,,g,i/"'VF<gg)iTbseNg(b,.,,)

The mass dependent terrn in the numerator of vector meson propagator

vanishes exactly because of 6-functions. Furthermorer it is easily

proven from Eq.(2.24) that Åë("); k) has the goXlowing property.

 ' gS2(b;k> - -- i'e<b; --k) - IE (-b;-k).
                                                         (2.26)

     By the aid,of the last relation, the real,and imaginary parts

of the eikonal phase shift defined by
                                     '      '

' x(b) - '><.<b) -t' ,L Xi<b> (2.27)
 '                                                         'are given as follows :

      ' xi<b> =. li-s-mtillilli;iF8$..), NiE<ms3k>K2 (,.,,)

and
        x.<b)== Åí( pSe`.k). 1{.l<6.Jke.l2

               .<,G.},,O).A{t}-SecFbs,ez.F<s.a)zE.i!Fii3-. -,,,,-.F(af)eLSt'b

                                                  . <2.29)
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where 9x stands for the two dirnensional vector lying in the b-plane.

     In general, from unitarity requirement, the eikonal phase

shift must have its positive imaginary part, which is reduced
                'frorn an absorption of incident wave into many open inelastic

channels. :n the present,case, the imaginary eikonal phase shift

has been explicitly derived, not phenomenologicaUy, by specifying

the mechanism of production process. 'Moreover, functional form

of the phase shift is determined on the bases of the covariant
                              '

                               '
     The relation between xi(b) and Åë(b; k) was firstly discovered
by calucci, Jengo and Rebbi3). However, theÅ}r treatment is

non-covariant, and their functional forms of Åë(Vb ; k), and hence

of xi(b), are left undetermined. Thus far, no approximations are

performed other than the eikonal approxirnation applied on the high

energy nucleons. As seen from Eq.(2.21), our invariant amplituqe is

written as the integration over the two dimensional vector b. It is

considered as a generalization of the impact parameter expqnsion to

the production process.
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                '
g3 Expressions for observable quantities
                        '
    In this section.by introducing some kinematical approximations,

various quantities obtained in the previous section will be rewritten
into more compact forrns. In additioh, physically 6bserved quantities
   'will be expressed by Åë(b;k) and x(b). rt is also shown that the

present theory satisties the s-channel unitarity.

    In order to see the physicai features explicitly, it will be

assumed that produced pions have not large energy, and are emitted

nearly syrnrnetrically in forward and backward dÅ}rections; namely we

shall neglect the terms of order ko/v'rs and (Zk)/,/g; in cornparison

with the leading terms. '
                                                  '
    First, features of Åë(gD;k) will be considered. The rnornentum qz
                                     'and the energy qo of the virtual vector rneson are limited to the

definite values through two 6-functions in Eq.(2.24). Within our

approximations stated above, they are

        Kl 9(-2la ko and- g, Ai-g ke, •(3.i)

where

               'P`'az -- Pbz -
        B= -pao+-pb, . ('3'2)
Therefore, integrations over qz and qo can be done and the following

expressions for Åë(b;k) is obtained

       iiE <b; k> = xtyrc g.St,. S a2Z. eXS`'b

                     'F(G- lrk>a) F((g+ Å}k>i>
                  x
                   <g- ;h )SL + rvyuR <a+Å}k)\' + on2 . (3'3)
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                '
In the last expression, because of Eq.(3.1)t we have

                   '     <gÅ} Å}k >a = <siÅ}Å}de. )i +2y. <lek ;71r ke )2, , (3.4)

with

           y= 1/-,!"'-iFIBii' (3.s)
    An appearance of y-factor represents physically the Lorentz

contraction of each cloud of nucleons in the center of mass system.

It has a strong relation to the Feynman scaling for the inclusive
                               'spectra of emitted pions, as will be shown later.

    rt might be worthy of notice that this Lorentz factor has been

reduced out as a natural consequence of model calculations based on

the covariant field theory, without inputting it as an extra condition.

    As is easily checked from Eq.(3.3), Åë(b;k) has following pro-

perties besides one qiven by Eq.(2.26).

          I:[2(ib;lk, ke>= glE <b; -k)ke) • '(3'6)

and
          !IEE <b; k, Re)-- gEX<"); be.-k,) '(3•7)

The real and imaginary parts of the eikonal phase shift are ultimately

determined through the combinations of Åë(b;k) with Eqs.(2.28) and

(2.29).

    Since invariant ainplitude has been obtained in a closed form.

physically observed quantities can be calculated at least in principle

by using Eq.(2.21). rn the present model, some of thern take fairly

simple expressions. We should like to list up a few examples without

proof:
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   Znclusive spectra for the emitted pions:

        ko dd<lkS"P =.i.,)3 Sd2b Ni <ms; k)Nl <3.s)

   TotaZ cross section:
                                 '        gs:T7 == 2SdS") [N --- e'-XX(b)c,.s Å~,,<b)A (3.g)

   Elastic total cross section:

        <sr, = S a2b Y i + e-2Xi <b) -- 2 e- Xi <b)cos Å~. <b)1 (3. io)

   Cross section for the production of n pions:

        Åëtyv == tL Sd2ib [2xL(b)A"L e'2Xi<b) . (,..)

   Average multiplicity for enitted pions normalized to the

   inelastic total crosS SeCtiOn Uin =gT-Uo:

        <orL> -- 2gsria ga2b Å~-,<b) •(3.i2)

   Elastic differentia! cross section:

         dd<Sx' - {Tv1SgebdbJ,<bF-Åír)[N-- eXX<b'1X2, (3.i3)

                 2where t= - (p.-p5) '

    Since b-integrations in Eq.(3.8) can be easily performed as

clear from Åë(b;k) in Eq.(3.3), inclusive spectra take specially

simple expressions, see Eq.(4.5). Zn our model, production cross

section un is expressed as a superposition of the Poisson distribu-
                                                               'tion.

    As far as an invariant arnplitude is expressed in the form given
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by Eq.(2.21) with .an arbitrary f.unction for the production factor

Åë(b;k), the s-channl unitarity requires three conditions on the
                                            '                                    .functional property of Åë(b;k). Two of thern are Eqs.(2.26) and (3.6),
                       .
                 'and the other is

         gll} <us;k)= gl2 <-ib;k> (3.i4)
Our Åë(b;k> in Eq.(3.3) does not satisfy the last condition. However,

we would like to point out that our invariant amplitude is consistent

with the s-channel unitarity for the elastic case.
    S, <Pa') Pbii Te ' Te' IPai Pb>

      = '-<22rtc )`+ R;t ,,, B`( Pa"-' Pb" + t"., 1<"i - Pa- ?b)

             X < Pai, ?" Te-"' N?a'i, Pb", E',,", k"o.> <?t{',"?gi, k"i.' -i \2I', N '-Vc N Pq2 ?b>

                                                           (3.15)

In this case, the necessary condition on Åë(fo;k) is only Eq.(3.6).
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g4 Comparison with experiments

     Our theoretical results will be compared with the protgn--

proton collision data. We proceed as' foliows. Though our rnodel

ignores completely isospin variables, experimental data on the

inclusive spectra of positive pions are used to fix the nucleon

form factor and two undetermined parameters, namelyr coupling

constant G and virtua! vector rneson mass rn. With these pararneterst

it will be investigated to what extent our theoretical predictions

reproduce other experimental results, especia!ly elastic scattering

data. These procedures may be the rneasure of the importance oE

the production mechanism assumed here.
                                                            '     First, as the functional form of F(k2), which represents the

non-local interaction of nucleon with the vector rneson, we assume
                                                        'the following formr
                                                             '          F(ka).( k. !2 mu. )V. - (4.1)

Furthermore, the mass in F(k2) will be identified, not necessarily

at all, with our vector meson mass, because the use of two

different rnasses mereZy causes an increace of the number of

parameters.

     Now, the production factor Åë(b;k) and the eikonal phase

shift x(b) have fol!owing expressions.

        31ii!(lt';k) = j zi.Sie;.r, i>g "vvv`'"'t Sd22J. eiS`'ib

                                        11+t                     x [<{ -- ,`, ki)2 -F ,v,Lz ] gst+S)at (yvvz lY:2 .,,
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      XL(b) " i S.kf3(k.,>, ili[2 <b; k)12,

                                                   , (4.3)

and
      X'v<b> '--- 2K PS-(lfk5s,,k r,,4 NklE. <b,' kpt'N2

                                                   '                       - 2q.O -<{l:tJ-irr>s.'<r'Y2Lb)2VK,.<rvrvb), (4.4)

                               t'         (z) is the 2v-th modified Bessel function of the secondwhere K       2v
kind.

     The analytic form for the inciusive pion spectra is derived

from Eq.(3.8), that is,

         a<s-     ko rt =--= F<si,kt,Åí>

             .            '        ==I-s-[tl{esi).rrn"."'t)SSaiSL[(st.'Ni}ik>a+d.('in"Å}lk.>2+aX4"1i)

where

       dÅ} -- 4tv. (kiÅ}-)-'ko>i +r"t)2. . (,.,)

By introducing a Feynman parameter to combine two denominators,

the momentum integral can be performed, and the inclusive spectra

becorne

    "F<kL, kz. s)= -2E7Yzli-[liEs/;. rrru"V")Åí [i.4.".'.SL))!i].

                  X51a5 [D.iiiltilillilo,k.SiikVi',litt vv'3 , " 7)
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where

       D= zl?tE-. (k2, + Jlt. k2,)+:t. kg. + rvvvg. (4.s)

     These expressions show that the pion inclusive spectra

has.a scaling behavior. The integrand of Eq.(4.7) has a sharp

peak around ycrO. Thus, it can be expected that the features of

F(kirkz,s) is mainly determined by the first term in the

denominator,D. Consequently, when the incident energy becomes

sufficiently large, we have little contribution from terms which

depend on s explicitly, and the inclusive spectra is

                                           '        F<ki,kz ,S) ---`' 8<ki, X=Å}<"k )) (4.g)

                                             '                                           '
Thus,the Feynman scaling 6ehavior is established, as expected from

our assumption on the production mechanism. M is the nucieon rnass.

     Comparison with experimental data on the inclusive spectra

at Plab" 19•2 [GeV/c] by Allaby et al. are shown in Fig.4.
parameters are chosen to be rn2=o.47[(Gev/c2)2], G/(2T)2=2s.4,

and v=2. This seiection v=2 corresponds to the case where the

experimentally observed electromagnetic form factor is adopted

for the nucleon cloud. <If v is set equal to zero, namely
F(k2)=1, mass of the vector meson n-tust be chosen very small so as

to reproduce the inclusive spectra.)

     The qualitative features of the inclusive spectra are

reproduced fairly well; namely, the ki and ktt spectra have

rnaximums at be =O, respectively, and the k" distribution is flatter

than the kx one. The latter features are due to the existence of
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                'the y-factor combined with k".

     Next, let us consider the eikonal phase shift x(b). The real

part xr(b) is necessary to deternine 'the ratio of the real to

irnaginary part of the elastic amplitude at t=O. But experimental

daea show that the ratio is small. Actually, xr(b) given by
Eq.(4.4) contains another undetermined parameter GO, and we could

make xr(b) negligibly small by choosing it appropriately.

Thereforer the real part xr(b) is neg!ected hereafter. Then our

scattering amplitude becomes pure imaginary. The numerical value of

the imaginary part of eikonal phase shift, xi(b), is unique!y predicted
by using the values of m2 and G determined frorn the inclusive

spectra. As we have to perform multiple integrals to get this

prediction, we used the Monte-Carlo method. We believe that our

error for computational resuits is within 59. at the largest.
         'The results are shown by the solid lines in Fig.5 for Xi(b) and

the funetion r(b)= 1-exp[-xi(b)]. The b-dependence of our eikonal
phase shift is so similar to the Gaussian distribution, exp(-b2/bo2).

     For comparison, in Fig.5 are shown the b-dependence of the
                                            IO)                                                       k)eikonal phase shift given by Durand and Lipes , namely ,
                                               '

        xi<b> -A <Eib;)3 K,(Fb). (4•io)

*) we choose iL2=o.gs[(Gev/c2)2] and A=l.s2 to give the sarne

total cross section and the same slope parameter as in our

calculation. These selection seem to reproduce a nice fit to the

experimental do/dt.
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                                                          '
This forrn for xi(b) is proposed by them to reproduce the experi-

mental results on the p-p elastic collision, according to the
chou and yang conjectureli)

     Since the numerical values of our xi(b) are obtained, let us

return to compare our theoretical predictions with experimental

data. The total cross section, aT in Eq.(3.9), is estirnated to be
               '

          gT= 39.Z [mb], <4 .ll)
  '                'which is in nice agreement with experiment.
                                                      '
     The calculated du/dt is plotted in Fig.6, together with some
experimental points by Anaby et al12)iAgreements with the data

are fairly well in the srnali itl regions. For exampl-e, the slope
parameter b is g.so [(Gev/c)-2], which is esti:nated between

ltl == O and O.05. The gloval slope up to t = --O.7 is, however,

slightly steeper than the experiraental one, and so the first dip
appears at t = -O.95, though experimentally at t = -1.3**). Though

the theoretical du/dt seerns to have more structure than the experi--

mentally observed, this difference might be partially due to the

neglection of the real part of the eikonal phase shift in our

numerical calculations.

     The elastic total cross section 6o is 8.05 [mb] in our case.

Then, its ratio to the total cross section is

          Uo/UT = O.21 at Pl.b " 19•2 [GeV/c]: (4.l2)

tft) Although recent i.s.R. datal5) exhibit a steeper slope than

oursr a dip appears at t -Z.4.
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which seems to be fairly well.

     The theoretical results on on are tabulated in Table.1,

and the maximum appears at n = 1. The average multiplicity <n>

is estimated to be

              '
                              '    '          <n>=1.71. (4.Z3)          '  '
Since we do not take the isotopic spin into account, we can not

say definitely about the charged states of pions. rt may, however,

be allowed to assume that the nurnber of charged pions in our

calculation should .be multiplied by 2, though there must be the

positive pion excess for p-p collisions. For comparison, the
                          l3),14)experimental cross sections                                  un(ch) for both positive and

nqga.tive charged pions at plab = 18.9 [GeV/c] are also shown in
Table.1. The average multiplicity is <n(Ch)> = 3.7tO.5. we rnay

say that agreements are fairly well. It remains unsolved how to

include the isospin in the treatrnent of the eikonal approximation.
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g5 Conclusions and Discussions

                           '     Some suecessful resuits have been. obtained by assurning the

special production mechanfsm.
                '     As one of them, the Feynman scaling behavior for inclusive
                                                       'spectra of the emitted pions is automatically derived in our

model, as mentioned in g4. The essential points are the use of

the covariant field theory, the choice of vector meson as an

exchange particle, the eikonal approximation about nucleon

trajectories, and the special assumption for the production
                                        /.mechanism. Especially, it is crucial to have assumed one pion

production from one chain in Fig.1(a). As a result of this assump-

tion, the information that each of nucleons is going straight-

forward, is sent to this produced pion directly from these nucleons.

Mathematically, this is expressed in such a way that the momentum

of one emitted pion appears commonly in the arguments of two

6-functions in the production factor Åë(b; k), Eq.(2.24). On the

other hand, if two or more pions are emitted from one chain like

in Fig.1(b) and (c), these circumstances do not occur; therefore

we cannot expect the Feynman scaling to be derived without any

additional assumptions.

     Concerning the inclusive spectra itself, general tendencies

found in experiments are well reproduced in the pionization regions.

There seems, however, to be disagreement in the srnall kL domains.

That is, it can be seen not only from the flattened peak of the
           'distribution near ki=O in Fig.4(b), but also from lower theoretical

values of the kit distribution for the fixed ks =O.2 in Fig.4(a).
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These defects may be remedied by modifying our production mechanismr

in which the emission of two or raore pions from one chain, Fig.1(c)

and so on, is not considered. Furthermore, there are apparent

discrepancy in the large k/t domain. T'his maY be because the production
               'process due to the direct pion emission from nucleonSt the so-called

fragmentation, are not taken into account. The estimation of the

contribution from these additional production mechanisrn should be
done in future20)

                                '
     The imaginary part of the eikonal phase shift reproduces well

the diffractive properties in elastic diffe;ential cross sections,

in spite of assuming the simple production mechanism and neglecting

the fragmentation proces's. Our imaginary part is a reflection of
                                                        'the s--channel unitarity, in contrast with the Regge pole theory
                                      'which asserts that th'e t-channel unitarity governs the high energy

behavior in the s-channel. Quantitatively, slightly steeper' a slope

for diffraction peak and a dip at rather small ltl value are obtained.
The similar shape has been gained by the Regge ei2onal model6), where

 '
the Gaussian b-dependence of xi(b) is adopted. Its origin can be

understood in terms of the features of xi(b). Since the better fit

with experimental results for the diffraction peak has been obtained

from xi(b) shgwn by dashed line in Fig.5, it seems to be preferable

that xi(b) has larger value at b=O and shorter range in its

b--distribution. Such desirable features for xi(b) may be reduced

from production processes in which more than one pion are emitted

from one chain.

     So as to see the essential features of our model, let us
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                 '                      '
assume a rough approximation that xi(b) is effectively replaced

by a e-function, (A/2)e(bo-b), under the condition

     }Abo = fWd'b xl• (b) • (s.1)
    '               .                                                   '                                                            'Then observabie quantities are expressed as follows.

       cc. =2sc b2, [N -- eVA/al, (s.2)

       <xro ="svS, Yt- e-A/2 12, .' (s.3)
                                                         '
                  . A'VL -A
       <SToc == ChTC 5, M! e, • (5.4)
                                       '

       <as•)> - A y- e-A -l'l

                                .                                                            (5.5)

Zt must be noted that our expression for the production amplitude

makes it possibie to relate different observables through only two

parameters, A and bo.

     According to the experiments, the ratio uo/uT is about O.24

at Plab=19•2 [GeV/c]. From this ratio and Eqs.(5.2) and (5.3), the

values of A is about 1.3, and then the average rnultiplicity becomes

<n> st 1.8. rt is interested to note that this vaue of <n> happens

to be almost equal to our previous result, Eq.(4.13), while our

numerical result for uo/uT, Eq.(4.12), was also consistent with the

experimental data.

     By judging from the comparisons of the present theory with

experiments so far seen, our assumed production mechanism in the
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pionization regions seems to reflect the part of the essential

nature of high energy nucleon-nucleon collisions. However, it

should be investigated what the energy dependences of <n> and uT

are, and whether the inclusive spectr'a for the final protons are

able to be reproduced or not. These problems will be discussed

elsewhere.

     Concerning rnore than one pion production from one chain,
      17)          has proposed general procedure to treat the productionKoyama
                                                           ttdiagrams, in which all diagrams in Fig.1 and their s-channel
                                 'repetition are included. On the other hand, Auerbacht Avivr Sugar
and Biankenbeiceri8), and sugari9) have wideiy investigated the

j-plane nature of the scattering amplitude. which is obtained

from the repetition of the multi-peripheral chains. rn addition,

it is an open question how to take into consideration of the
resonance production and the fragmentation process20)'2!) in the

                                           '                                'framework of the eikonal formaiisrn.
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captions

Possible production diagrams from one chain. for
nucleon, tvvvN for vector meson, and ------ for pion.

Examples of crossed ladder diagrams for the production mecha-

nism assumed in this paper. Only the case of two pion emission

is shown. All possible interchanges of the legs of chains

along each nucleon lines should'  be taken.
various interaction types corresponding t6 the diagrams in

Fig.1(a). In these figures, Vu and Av stand for the vector

and pseudovector fields, respectively, and S is the spin of

the nucleon. Pion field is psedoscalar in Figs.(a) and (b).
In Fih.(c), both pion and nucleon are taken to be scalar.

Inclusive spectra for positive pions at plab=19•2 [GeV/C]•
The experimental data are due to Allaby et ai.9).

The b-dependence of the imaginary part of the eikonal phase

shift, xi(b), and of the function, r(b)=1-exp[-xi(b)].

Solid lines represent our numerical results. For comparisonr
those by Durand and LipeslO) are also plotted by dashed lines.

Elastic differential cross section, dU/dt. The theoretical

result by the use of our xi(b) is drawn by the so!id line. The
                                                      12)experimental data at plab=19.2 [GeV/c] by Allaby et al.

are cited.
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l Theoretical results for the cross section

   of pion multiplicity n. Thecexperimental

   pions are taken from the reference (l3).

   elastic total cross section Uo at Plab= 19
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a as a function n
data on charged

Experimental
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Table. 1

n o 2 .3. 4. 5 6

U[mb]n 8.05 18.45 7.09 3.22 1.42 O.58 O.21

o 2 6 8• io 12

u(ch)n[mb]
8.7-

+O.5-

16.3
+8.4"

ll.5
+6.0-

4.3

+2.5-

l.9

+1.3-

O.5
+O.5-

O.5
+O.5-


